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I. INTRODUCTION

Drugs have become a destructive force in the lives of countless
Americans. The 1980's was an era of intense struggle with the drug
abuse issue. Instigated at least in part by the Reagan administration's
campaign against drug use, the war against drugs has been fought by
parents, legislators, judges, and employers.1 Indeed, the Bush admin-
istration has continued to fight, and it already has achieved what At-
torney General Dick Thornburg has deemed a "momentous victory"
through two recent United States Supreme Court rulings that upheld
mandatory drug testing in the workplace.2 The search for a method

of drug testing which is both effective and legal is a seemingly end-
less one. And, after nearly a decade of battling drugs, it is not sur-
prising that the nation's trend toward mandatory drug testing has

expanded to include the testing of its college and university athletes.

While some universities had already begun to subject their ath-

letes to drug testing under their own programs, 3 drug testing became

an issue for all educational institutions in January, 1986, when the
National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) enacted its own
drug-testing program. The NCAA requires a student-athlete, prior to
participation in intercollegiate competition during a given academic

year, to sign a statement in which she "consents to be tested for the
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1. Most of the legal controversy surrounding the issue has concerned mandatory
urine sampling of employees in the workplace. According to the American Bar Associ-
ation Journal, a Gallup Poll in June 1988 revealed that 28% of the nation's largest
companies screen their workers for drug use. And, the bulk of litigation regarding
drug testing has involved employee objections to the screening procedures used by
their employers.

2. See Skinner v. Railway Labor Executives' Ass'n, 489 U.S. -, 109 S. Ct. 1402
(1989); National Treasury Employees Union v. Von Raab, 489 U.S. -, 109 S. Ct. 1384
(1989); Split Court Upholds Drug-Testing Plans, Washington Post, Mar. 22, 1989, at Al.

3. Ohio State University and Louisiana State University, for example, had both
instituted drug-testing programs by 1984, two years before the NCAA required that ed-
ucational institutions implement such procedures.
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use of drugs prohibited by NCAA legislation. '" 4 In addition to de-
lineating its own mandatory drug-testing program, the NCAA pro-
vides suggested guidelines for colleges and universities to implement
individualized drug-testing programs, many of which require addi-
tional testing during the regular season and throughout the academic
year.

Implementation of drug-testing programs, both by the NCAA
and by the educational institutions themselves, has stirred contro-
versy among student-athletes and their respective universities. This
article describes the programs to which college student-athletes are
presently being subjected and presents the policy arguments in favor
of and against drug testing. It likewise considers the legitimacy of
the students' legal claims that have challenged the validity of such
programs. It also discusses the legal decisions which have emerged
from the drug-testing controversy and the resulting implications for
colleges and students. Finally, this article concludes that, in light of
the serious threat being posed to fundamental constitutional rights,
students should challenge the constitutionality of mandatory drug
testing by refusing to submit to the testing under current programs.

II. DRUG-TESTING PROGRAMS: HOW DO THEY WORK?

The 1988-89 NCAA Drug-Testing Program is part of a three-part
form called the "NCAA Student-Athlete Statement," which must be
completed and signed by students prior to their yearly participation
in intercollegiate competition. 5 The testing is done through urinal-
ysis6 at NCAA championship events, where certain athletes are se-
lected and notified by a courier that they are to report to an NCAA
collection station within an hour after participation in their sporting
event.

Although actual testing is done only before, after, or during a
postseason football game or other NCAA championship, a student's
failure to consent to such drug testing results in his ineligibility for
participation in all intercollegiate competition. Furthermore, stu-
dents who "fail to arrive at the collection station within one hour
without justification, fail to provide an adequate urine sample, or al-
ter the integrity or validity of the urine specimen" are treated as

4. The 1988-89 NCAA Drug-Testing Program (B. Gibson Smith ed.), Part II, Con-
stitution 3-9-(g). [Hereinafter NCAA Program].

5. Copies of the NCAA Program are available by writing to: NCAA Publishing,
P.O. Box 1906, Mission, Kansas 66201.

6. See J. Otis Cochran, Drug Testing of Athletes and the United States Constitu-
tion: Crisis and Conflict, 92 DICK. L. REV. 571, 573 n.13 (1988) (giving a more detailed
discussion of the various forms of drug testing).
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though they had tested positive for a banned substance. 7 Banned
substances include psychomotor stimulants such as cocaine and am-
phetamines, anabolic steroids, diuretics, and street drugs such as her-
oin and marijuana.8

The method for selecting students to be tested is implemented by
"NCAA staff and assigned crew chiefs," one of whom will "monitor
the furnishing of the specimen by observation." The specimen is di-
vided into two bottles, marked "A" and "B," and sent to the testing
laboratory. If specimen "A" is tested positive for a banned substance,
the laboratory informs the NCAA assistant executive director who,
in turn, contacts the director of athletics at the university whose ath-
lete has tested positive. 10 The NCAA assistant executive director is
required to inform the athletic director that "specimen B must be
tested within 24 hours after the telephone notification, that any ap-
peal must be held on the same day that specimen B results become
known and that the student-athlete may be present at the testing of
specimen B." 11 The university is given the responsibility of inform-
ing the student of his or her test results. If, after the testing of speci-
men "B," the student is "found to have utilized.., a substance on the
list of banned drugs," she becomes ineligible for further participation
in postseason competition for at least ninety days after the test
date.

12

III. WHY TEST ATHLETES FOR DRUGS?

The nation was shocked when Len Bias, college basketball star,
died from a cocaine overdose the day after he signed a contract with
the Boston Celtics.13 More recently, football star Dexter Manley was
banned indefinitely from the NFL after he failed a team-adminis-

7. NCAA Program, supra note 4, at 12.
8. See id. at 8 for a complete list of banned substances. Universities with their

own drug-testing programs generally have a similar list of banned substances, although
they tend to test for drugs more frequently than does the NCAA.

9. Id. at 13-14.
10. Id. at 16. But, "[i]f a member institution has not heard from the NCAA

within 30 days after the specimen was provided, the test results will be assumed to be
negative." Id.

11. Id.
12. Id. at 3, Bylaw 5-2. The university does have a right to appeal to the Eligibil-

ity Committee for restoration of the student-athlete's eligibility "if the institution con-
cludes that circumstances warrant restoration." A student-athlete who tests positive
after having been restored to eligibility will lose a season of postseason eligibility for
all sports. Id.

13. A detailed account of the circumstances surrounding the death of 22-year-old
Bias shortly after he was chosen as the Boston Celtics' number one draft choice is pro-
vided by McCallum, The Cruelest Thing Ever, SPORTS ILLUSTRATED, June 30, 1986 at
20.
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tered drug test for the third time.14 Ben Johnson was stripped of his
gold medal at the 1988 Olympic Games because of a positive drug
test.1 5 In October of 1988, Tommy Chaikin, a former defensive end
for the University of South Carolina, publicly alleged that he and
half of his teammates used steroids.16 Clearly, universities and the
NCAA have reason to be concerned about the abuse of drugs by col-
lege athletes. Whether drugs are taken to improve performance on
the playing field or simply as a means of recreation, the fact that nu-
merous athletes use drugs is indisputable. The question is not
whether college administrators should be concerned about drug use.
Rather, the question is whether mandatory drug testing is the proper
solution to the problem.

The arguments in favor of testing college athletes for drugs are
many and varied. One of the strongest justifications for drug testing
is the NCAA's claim that drug testing protects the health and safety
of the student-athlete. There is no longer controversy about the pos-
sibility of ill effects on the health of an athlete who uses drugs:
death can occur. The NCAA, therefore, adopts the rather paternalis-
tic attitude that its responsibility to ensure that student-athletes are
safe and healthy trumps any right to privacy the student-athletes
might assert. At college age, one would think that students should be
allowed to decide for themselves how best to protect their health.

The case in favor of drug testing for health and safety reasons
could be extended to include the argument that drug use by an ath-
lete jeopardizes the health and safety of other athletes as well. For
example, one might argue that when a football player or a boxer re-
ceives an artificially induced advantage from using performance-en-
hancing drugs, there is a greater probability that he will injure his
opponents when he hits them. Such an argument is dubious at best,
because an athlete under the influence of drugs has reduced control
over his motor skills and, as a result, a diminished ability to execute
on the playing field.

In addition to protecting the health and safety of athletes, drug
testing, according to the NCAA, ensures that the "ideal of fair and

14. Redskins' Manley Aims for NFL Reinstatement, JET, Dec. 11, 1989 at 48.
15. The International Olympic Committee adopted a drug-testing program in 1968

and has tested Olympic athletes for drugs since that time. James C. Puffer, Drugs in
Colleges: To Test or Not to Test, N.Y. Times, Mar. 3, 1987 at S-7. After placing first in
the 100 meter dash, Ben Johnson, representing Canada, was subjected to urinalysis.
The test was positive, and Johnson was subsequently stripped of his medal. Moore,
The Loser, SPORTS ILLUSTRATED, Oct. 3, 1988 at 20.

16. Chaikin told his story about drug use in college football in a first-person story
written in Sports Illustrated. Chaikin claims that he wrote the story "to show that col-
lege football has become a joke. A freak show." See The Washington Post, Mar. 22,
1989, at A-12.
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equitable competition" is realized.17 While this argument may not
seem compelling to the average individual, most college athletes
value highly the ideal of fair competition. Student-athletes typically
spend several hours daily training for participation in intense sports
competition; they do not want to be defeated by an athlete who is
stronger because of steroids or who is quicker because of stimulants.
Indeed, if drug testing is to be mandatory for student-athletes, then
the students are the only ones who can argue legitimately that such
testing should be imposed; drug use affects their health, safety, and
spirit of competition.

Universities often have their own reasons for considering drug
testing of athletes a necessity. In a recent case challenging the drug-
testing program at Northeastern University, Northeastern stated that
in addition to promoting health, safety, and fair competition, its drug-
testing program ensures that "student-athletes, as role models to
other students and as representatives of Northeastern to the public,
are not perceived as drug users."' 8 In a similar case against the Uni-
versity of Washington, the school cited its interests in protecting its
image and the economic viability of its athletic programs as reasons
for upholding a drug-testing program. 19 Such arguments incorrectly
assume that a university must prove that its students do not use
drugs, even in the absence of suspicion. There is no reason to think
that a university is going to have a tarnished reputation simply be-
cause it does not subject its athletes to mandatory drug testing. The
absence of such a scheme does not indicate that a university's stu-
dents are going to be viewed as drug users. We do not live in a soci-
ety in which we are all presumed guilty of drug use until we have
been tested to prove otherwise.

Other arguments in favor of drug testing college athletes are re-
lated to public policy considerations. The public expects universities
to implement programs for fostering drug-free sports competitions
because institutions of higher education are viewed as places which
set standards, instill values, and produce future leaders. Thus, a
drug-testing program for college athletes not only deters the athletes
themselves from taking drugs, but also serves as a deterrent to other
young people who might respect and idolize the athletes. Finally,
policy considerations favor drug testing insofar as it serves as a
means of conveying drug education information to students and, be-
cause of the high level of publicity surrounding athletes, to others as
well. While such policy considerations certainly carry some weight,

17. NCAA Program, supra note 4, at Part I.
18. Bally v. Northeastern University, 403 Mass. 713, 532 N.E.2d 49, 51 (1989).
19. O'Halloran v. University of Washington, 679 F. Supp. 997 (W.D. Wash. 1988).
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the next section explains why such policies do not legitimize
mandatory drug testing for student-athletes.

IV. STUDENTS' OBJECTIONS TO MANDATORY TESTING

No matter how many reasons one gives in favor of mandatory
drug testing, the fact that such testing is troublesome cannot be de-
nied. Not surprisingly, the programs of the NCAA and of several
universities have been challenged on many different grounds.20 Drug
testing, on its face, conflicts with an individual's basic constitutional
rights. A drug test without probable cause infringes on an athlete's
fourth amendment right to protection against unreasonable search
and seizure.21 The testing of some and not others calls into question
the athletes' right to equal protection.22 And, many athletes have ar-
gued that. drug testing is a violation of due process and an invasion of
their privacy.23

In order for athletes to claim successfully that drug testing vio-
lates their constitutional rights, they must establish that the imple-
mentation and enforcement of the drug-testing program constitutes
"state action" and deprives them of rights, privileges, or immunities
secured by the Constitution.2 4 Courts consistently have held that
participation in athletics is not a constitutionally protected funda-
mental right.25 The privilege of participating in intercollegiate ath-
letics is neither a constitutionally protected property nor liberty
interest. It is, quite simply, a "privilege." Thus, rather than claiming
to have been deprived of the right to compete in a sport, athletes who
assert constitutional rights couch their claims in other terms (such as
the claim to a property right in one's reputation or a right to privacy
and confidentiality). 26

Drug testing is also at odds with the fundamental tenet of
America's criminal justice system, namely that a person is innocent

20. Part V of this article will discuss, in more detail, four challenges to drug test-
ing of student-athletes that have been litigated in United States courts.

21. See in fra part V.
22. Recently, the concern about drug testing with respect to its violation of the

equal protection clause has escalated because of claims that urine tests are racially dis-
criminatory. In Chaney v. Southern Railway, 847 F.2d 718 (11th Cir. 1988), plaintiff
claimed that the Enzyme Multiplied Immunoassay Test (EMIT) used for initial drug
screening was racially discriminatory. The case has been remanded for further consid-
eration by the trial court. Also, in Shield Club v. City of Ceveland, No. 86-4108, slip
op. (6th Cir. Dec. 4, 1987), the district court's dismissal of a claim of racially discrimina-
tory drug testing was reversed and remanded.

23. See infra, part V.
24. See, e.g., Parratt v. Taylor, 451 U.S. 527, 535 (1981).
25. See, e.g., Hamilton v. Tennessee Secondary School Athletic Ass'n, 552 F.2d 681,

682 (6th Cir. 1976); Parish v. NCAA, 506 F.2d 1028, 1034 (5th Cir. 1975).
26. See infra, part V.
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until proven guilty. Mandatory drug testing requires that the "pre-
sumption of innocence" ideal be cast aside. In fact, such testing
seems to shift the burden of proof entirely, placing it on the athlete.
Boston Red Sox pitcher Bob Stanley stated the point of view of nu-
merous athletes when he said, "I don't take drugs, and I don't believe
I should have to... prove I don't. '27 Student-athletes are placed in a
position of having to "prove their innocence" every time that they
are asked to provide a urine sample. The fact that testing is done
randomly, without suspicion or probable cause, may suggest that each
student is presumed guilty.

In addition to the legal aspects which concern student-athletes,
there are practical reasons for their objecting to drug testing: (1)
Students find it embarrassing to urinate into a beaker while someone
observes; (2) students find it even more embarrassing to be unable to
urinate while someone stands there waiting for them to provide a
sample; (3) students consider it inconvenient and bothersome to sub-
mit to such tests after having just competed in one of the most im-
portant sports competitions of their lives; and (4) students think it
unfair that the public's suspicion of athletes is magnified by sensa-
tionalized journalism surrounding the drug-testing controversy. Last,
and perhaps most important, students are concerned about the fact
that drug testing frequently yields incorrect results.28

V. WHAT THE COURTS HAVE SAID THUS FAR

The role of the courts in defining college athletes' rights within
the realm of drug testing has been a matter of interpreting the con-
stitutions pursuant to which students have brought their claims. The
federal Constitution protects against abridgment of individual rights
only to the extent that the objectionable conduct can be defined as
"state action." Thus, a key issue for the courts when deciding cases
under federal law has been whether the NCAA is a state actor.29

On December 12, 1988, the United States Supreme Court handed
down a landmark decision, rejecting the argument that conduct by

27. F.S. Chapman, Tests Harm Players by Violating Privacy, USA Today, July 15,
1986 at -; Glasser, Right to Privacy is a Basic Principle, N.Y. Times, Feb. 9, 1986 at
§ 5, p.2.

28. See Urine Tests Can Be Misleading, USA Today, Feb. 1987 at 13, in which
Roger Maickel, Professor of Pharmacology and Toxicology at Purdue University,
claimed that urine tests were inaccurate as much as 15% of the time. See also NCAA
Program, supra note 4, at 20, in which the NCAA admitted that urine tests could yield
false positive results.

29. The "state action" issue has been controversial only for cases involving the
NCAA. In the instance of a university initiated drug-testing program, the solution is
clear: state universities are state actors while private universities are not.
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the NCAA constitutes state action.30 In NCAA v. Tarkanian,31 a five
to four split decision, the Supreme Court held that the NCAA's par-
ticipation in the events that led to the suspension of Jerry Tarkanian,
head basketball coach at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas
(UNLV), did not constitute "state action" prohibited by the four-
teenth amendment and was not performed "under color of state law"
within the meaning of 42 U.S.C. § 1983.32 The question presented to
the Court in Tarkanian was "whether UNLV's actions in compliance
with the NCAA rules and recommendations turned the NCAA's con-
duct into state action. '33 The Tarkanian case was originally heard by
the Nevada Supreme Court, where Coach Tarkanian ultimately ob-
tained injunctive relief against both UNLV and the NCAA on the
ground that he had been deprived of his fourteenth amendment due
process rights when UNLV suspended him for violating NCAA
recruiting rules. The Nevada Supreme Court reasoned that "the two
entities acted jointly to deprive Tarkanian of liberty and property in-
terests, making the NCAA as well as UNLV a state actor." 34 The
NCAA appealed, and the United States Supreme Court reversed the
decision.

Justice Stevens, writing for the majority, pointed out that while
UNLV "without question is a state actor," the NCAA is a "private
party. ' 35 In determining that UNLV's adoption and enforcement of
NCAA rules neither transformed them into state rules nor turned
the NCAA into a state actor, the Supreme Court examined closely
the relationship between the NCAA and its members. While UNLV
had "some impact" on the NCAA's policies, such policies were also
affected by hundreds of other public and private institutions, "the

30. NCAA v. Tarkanian, - U.S. -, 109 S. Ct. 454 (1988). The NCAA's status as a
state or private actor had never before been considered by the United States Supreme
Court. The decision reaffirms the trend of lower courts-that NCAA conduct does not
constitute state action. See, e.g., McCormack v. NCAA, 845 F.2d 1338, 1346 (5th Cir.
1988); Karmanos v. Baker, 816 F.2d 258, 260 (6th Cir. 1987); Graham v. NCAA, 804 F.2d
953, 957 (6th Cir. 1986); Arlosoroff v. NCAA, 746 F.2d 1019, 1021 (4th Cir. 1984). But
see, J. Otis Cochran, Drug Testing of Athletes and the United States Constitution: Cri-
sis and Conflict, 92 DICK. L. REV. 571, 594 (1988) (citing prior cases which held that the
NCAA's functions did "constitute state action under the fifth and fourteenth amend-
ments"). A brief history of the question whether NCAA activity constitutes state ac-
tion is recounted in McKenna, Proposition With A Powerful Punch-The Legality and
Constitutionality of NCAA Proposition 48, 26 DUQ. L. REV. 43 (1987).

31. - U.S. -, 109 S. Ct. 454 (1988).

32. Id. at 456-57. The Tarkanian Court pointed out that, in this case, the "under
the color of state law" requirement of 42 U.S.C. § 1983 and the "state action" require-
ment of the fourteenth amendment were equivalent. Id. at 457 n.4.

33. Id. at 462.
34. Id.
35. Id.
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vast majority of which were located in [s]tates other than Nevada. ' '36

The Court stated that the NCAA could be considered an agent of
UNLV for purposes of suspending Tarkanian because it was much
more accurately characterized as an agent of its other member insti-
tutions "which, as competitors of UNLV, had an interest in the effec-
tive and evenhanded enforcement of NCAA's recruitment
standards.

'37

Another consideration that led the Court to determine that the
NCAA was not transformed into a state actor when a state university
enforced its rules was that "UNLV retained the authority to with-
draw from the NCAA" at any time.38 While Tarkanian argued that
UNLV had "no practical alternative" to compliance with the NCAA
rules, Justice Stevens responded that "even if we assume that a pri-
vate monopolist can impose its will on a state agency by threatened
refusal to deal with it, it does not follow that such a private party is
therefore acting under color of state law."'3 9 Finally, Justice Stevens
argued that it would be "ironic indeed" to decide that the NCAA's
enforcement of its rules are attributable to the State. Justice Stevens
concluded his opinion on this note, stating that "[i]t would be more
appropriate to conclude that UNLV has conducted its athletic pro-
gram under color of the policies adopted by the NCAA, rather than
that those policies were developed and enforced under color of Ne-
vada law."'40

The Tarkanian decision erased any lingering doubts about
whether the NCAA's implementation of a drug-testing program con-
stitutes state action. The trend of cases leading up to the Tarkanian
decision and cited by the Supreme Court in that opinion indicates
that rule making by the NCAA and enforcement of NCAA rules con-
stitute private conduct rather than state action in all instances, not
simply with respect to the recruiting rules which Tarkanian allegedly
violated. In light of the Tarkanian decision, it is unlikely that any
student-athlete can claim successfully that the NCAA's drug-testing
program violates the federal Constitution.41

Interestingly, the first claim to arise from the NCAA's imple-
mentation of mandatory drug testing was brought under the federal
Constitution against both the NCAA and the athlete's university. In

36. Id.
37. Id. at 464.
38. Id. at 463.
39. Id. at 465.
40. Id.
41. The Tarkanian case has already been cited in a case of a college athlete ob-

jecting to drug testing. See Bally v. Northeastern University, 403 Mass. 713, 532 N.E.2d
49 (1989).
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Barbay v. NCAA & Louisiana State University,42 Roland Barbay, an
honorable mention All-American defensive end for the 1986-87 foot-
ball team of Louisiana State University (LSU), was declared ineligi-
ble for the Sugar Bowl after he tested positive for anabolic steroids.
He sought an injunction, pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 1983, preventing
LSU from denying him the right to play in the bowl game. He chal-
lenged the NCAA drug-testing program, claiming that he had a prop-
erty interest in his reputation and that his reputation was damaged
when LSU and the NCAA declared him ineligible for the Sugar
Bowl.

Barbay's~claim against the NCAA failed because the NCAA's en-
forcement of its drug-testing program did not constitute state ac-
tion.43 Though the actions of a state institution such as LSU
certainly qualify as state action,44 Barbay's claims against his univer-
sity failed because he was unable to prove either that his reputation
would be damaged because he was prevented from displaying his
skills to professional scouts, or that he was defamed by accusations of
drug use. While it is unclear whether a different constitutional claim
would have succeeded against a state university such as Louisiana, it
is certain that no federal constitutional claim would have succeeded
against the NCAA.

With great foresight, and possibly in anticipation of the
Tarkanian decision, other student-athletes who have brought claims
against either an educational institution, the NCAA, or both, have
often brought them under state constitutions and statutes. Although
the cases are still being litigated, it is clear that the ultimate decisions
to be reached by the courts will depend, to a large extent, on the
wording and interpretation of the provisions pursuant to which ath-
letes have chosen to bring their claims. The difference between state
and federal protection of individual rights is made obvious by the va-
riety of arguments which flow and decisions which result from fed-
eral and state constitutional provisions.

The first widely publicized complaint against the NCAA's drug-
testing policies was that of Stanford University's Simone LeVant.45

LeVant, the captain of the women's diving team at Stanford, refused

42. Barbay v. NCAA, No. 86-5697, slip op. (E.D. La. Jan. 15, 1987) (LEXIS,
GenFed Library, Dist. file, No. 393).

43. Barbay held that rule-making by the NCAA and enforcement of NCAA rules
constituted private conduct rather than state action. The recent Supreme Court deci-
sion in Tarkanian affirmed this ruling.

44. The parties in Barbay did not dispute that action taken by the university
through its agents is attributable to the state. It was conceded that, in his claim
against the university, Barbay had established the state action requirement.

45. See A Diver Tests the NCAA Drug Tests, N.Y. Times, Feb. 24, 1987 at B5; In-
junction Granted In Drug-Test Case, N.Y. Times, Mar. 12, 1987 at D27; Court Supports
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to sign the NCAA consent provision; she claimed that the NCAA
drug tests constituted an illegal search and violated her express right
to privacy as guaranteed by the California Constitution.46 She as-
serted no federal rights.

On March 11, 1987, LeVant was granted a preliminary injunction,
stating that she would not have to submit to drug tests at the NCAA
qualifying and championship events.47 The California Superior Court
of Santa Clara County ruled that the NCAA's drug tests were an un-
constitutional invasion of privacy, likely to reveal irrelevant and per-
sonal information about the student. Writing for the court, Judge
Peter Stone criticized the drug-testing program, stating that it was
not narrowly tailored to accomplish its goals with minimum intru-
siveness on the individual.48  The ruling not only prohibited the
NCAA from testing LeVant for drugs, but it also prevented the
NCAA from taking action against Stanford for allowing her to par-
ticipate without the signed consent form. The privacy provision of
the California Constitution was construed liberally by the California
court and was held to protect LeVant's privacy rights to the fullest
extent possible.

Because LeVant failed to qualify for the championship meet, the
controversial ruling was not appealed by the NCAA.49 However, the
world of sports had not heard the last of the controversy between
Stanford University athletes and the NCAA. Two more Stanford
students, Jennifer Hill and Barry McKeever, also claimed that the
NCAA's drug-testing program violated their right to privacy as guar-
anteed by the California Constitution. On November 20, 1987, Judge
Conrad Rushing, writing for the California Superior Court of Santa
Clara County, declared the NCAA drug-testing program unconstitu-
tional and issued a preliminary injunction which barred the NCAA
from testing Stanford athletes.50 Then, on August 10, 1988, Judge

Stanford, N.Y. Times, Aug. 27, 1987 at B10; NCAA to Proceed With Drug Testing, N.Y.
Times, Nov. 21, 1987 at 52.

46. Article one, section one of the California Constitution states that: "All people
are by nature free and independent and have inalienable rights. Among those are en-
joying and defending life and liberty, acquiring, possessing, and obtaining safety, happi-
ness, and privacy." CAL. CONST. art. 1, § 1. Whereas the right to privacy pursuant to
the United States Constitution is an implied right, requiring much interpretation, the
California Constitution contains an express right to privacy.

47. LeVant v. NCAA, No. -, slip op. (Cal. Super. Ct., Santa Clara County, Mar.
11, 1987).

48. Id.
49. It is unlikely that the NCAA would have appealed anyway, given that LeVant

was a senior at the time. Furthermore, it was in the best interest of the NCAA to
avoid any further publicizing of the matter.

50. In his preliminary injunction ruling, Judge Rushing made a limited exception
for, men's basketball and football players, permitting those athletes to be tested for co-
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Rushing issued a permanent injunction, exempting Stanford Univer-
sity athletes from the NCAA drug-testing program indefinitely.51

In his order, Judge Rushing discussed a number of troubling as-
pects of the NCAA program. He claimed that the NCAA had not
demonstrated a compelling need for its drug-testing program. Judge
Rushing pointed out that the NCAA's interest in protecting the
health and safety of athletes was not a sufficient justification for in-
vading athletes' privacy because student-athletes do not use drugs
any more than other students.52 Similarly, Judge Rushing argued
that the NCAA's goal of promoting "fair and equitable ... competi-
tion" was questionable given that it failed to show that drugs actually
enhance performance. 53 Judge Rushing also opined that there are
many "less intrusive" means of attaining such goals; drug testing only
on grounds of reasonable suspicion and drug education are two such
means. 54 Furthermore, he found the terms of the program over-
broad,55 and the hearing process inadequate.5 6 Judge Rushing con-
cluded that the NCAA's drug-testing program was "clearly proved to
be an unconstitutional invasion of the privacy of Stanford student-
athletes.

'
"
57

The Stanford cases are illustrative of a state court's ability to
more liberally construe the "right to privacy" than does the United
States Supreme Court. Whereas the right to privacy pursuant to the
Constitution is an implied right, requiring much interpretation, the
express right to privacy found in the California Constitution permits
a judge to weigh more subjective factors in determining that drug
testing invades a student's privacy. Because California courts recog-
nize a broader expectation of privacy than does the Supreme Court, a
Stanford University student's claim clearly stands a better chance of
success under her state's law than it would under the federal
Constitution.

California is not alone in its decision to provide a more expansive
right to privacy than the one recognized by the nation's highest

caine and steroids. The exception was omitted, however, when he issued the perma-
nent injunction on August 10, 1988.

51. See Hill v. NCAA, No. 619209, slip op. at 27-28 (Cal. Super. Ct., Santa Clara
County, Aug. 10, 1988) (order granting permanent injunction).

52. Id. at 26.
53. Id.
54. Id. at 27.
55. Id. at 26.
56. Id. at 24. The university, and not the student, is given a right to appeal accu-

sations of positive drug tests. Such appeals must be made within 12 hours of notifica-
tion that there was a positive test. Id.

57. Id. at 25. The NCAA has appealed this decision to the California Court of Ap-
peals. No date has been set for briefing, and Stanford University athletes continue to
be exempt from drug testing by the NCAA.
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court.58 Like the California Constitution, the Washington Constitu-
tion contains an explicit reference to a right to privacy. In
O'Halloran v. University of Washington,59 Elizabeth O'Halloran, a
member of the indoor track team, claimed that the University of
Washington's drug-testing procedure constituted an unconstitutional
invasion of her privacy and an unreasonable search and seizure. She
brought her suit pursuant to both the fourth amendment of the
United States Constitution and article one, section seven, of the
Washington Constitution.60

Judge Mattson of Washington Superior Court, King County, is-
sued an oral ruling on July 23, 1987, enjoining the University from
drug testing O'Halloran. Judge Mattson determined that the Univer-
sity's drug-testing program violated both the fourth amendment and
the Washington Constitution.61 However, at Judge Mattson's sugges-
tion, the University joined the NCAA as a party, and the action was
subsequently removed to federal court. When O'Halloran requested
a preliminary injunction to prevent the University and the NCAA
from subjecting her to the drug-testing program, the United States
District Court for the Western District of Washington denied her re-
lief on February 25, 1988.

According to Judge McGovern, who denied O'Halloran's motion
for preliminary injunction, the athlete had failed to show that she
was likely to succeed on the merits of her case insofar as she had
"failed to demonstrate that the drug testing complained of is the
product of 'state action.' "62 Precedent enabled the NCAA to estab-

58. A recent article prepared by the American Bar Association points out that
Alaska, Arizona, Florida, Hawaii, Louisiana, Montana, South Carolina, and Washing-
ton also either "protect privacy in their constitutions or have laws regulating privacy."
A.B.A., Drug Testing on the Job: What Are the Legal Limits?, YOURLAW Vol. 1, No. 1
(supp. to A.B.A. J., Spring 1988). See also Luedtke v. Nabors Alaska Drilling, 768 P.2d
1123, 1133 (Alaska 1989) (finding an employer's drug-testing program constitutional
and distinguishing Hill on the ground that the privacy provision in the California Con-
stitution was interpreted more broadly than that in the Alaska Constitution).

59. 679 F. Supp. 997 (W.D. Wash. 1988). O'Halloran originally filed suit only
against the University of Washington, and on July 23, 1987, the King County Superior
Court issued an oral ruling enjoining the University of Washington from drug testing
her. That court ordered that the University join the NCAA as a third-party defendant.
The University joined the NCAA as a party and filed a third-party complaint against
it. The NCAA removed the action to federal court. The federal decision, denying
O'Halloran a preliminary injunction, is discussed herein.

60. The explicit right to privacy in the Washington Constitution has been much
more broadly construed than the implied right to privacy in the United States Consti-
tution. See, State v. Butterworth, 48 Wash. App. 152, 737 P.2d 1297 (1987).

61. O'Halloran v. University of Washington, No. 87-2-08775-1, slip op. (Wash.
Super. Ct., King County, July 23, 1987).

62. O'Halloran, 679 F. Supp. at 100. The parties stipulated that the portion of the
action against the University's drug-testing program had been compromised. The
claim against the NCAA's drug-testing program remained and was considered in this
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lish with ease that federal courts had consistently held that "rule
making by the NCAA and enforcement of NCAA rules constitutes
private conduct rather than state action. ' '63

The Washington district court further opined that, even if
O'Halloran could have established "state action," her constitutional
claims would have failed. The court first refuted O'Halloran's fourth
amendment claim. The fourth amendment protects individuals from
unreasonable searches and seizures.64 The NCAA's urine-testing
program is a search as defined by the fourth amendment.6 5 The
question before the court, therefore, was whether the search was
"reasonable. '66 The O'Halloran court decided that there clearly was
a reasonable basis for believing that urine testing would result in evi-
dence that student-athletes are using drugs.67 Then, the court deter-
mined that the time, place, and manner of the testing was
reasonable. 68 After establishing the reasonableness of both the basis
and the scope of the NCAA's drug-testing program, the court applied
a balancing test. In the final analysis, the court determined that the
student's interest in being free from monitored urine specimen col-

case by the United States District Court for the Western District of Washington. A
successful constitutional claim by O'Halloran required an affirmative answer to the
question "whether the participation of the University of Washington (a state institu-
tion) in the NCAA (a voluntary association of private and public institutions) and the
University's enforcement of NCAA rules constituted 'state action.'" Id. at 1001.

63. Id. at 1000. To support its claim that indirect involvement of the state did not
convert NCAA private conduct into state action, the NCAA cited many of the same
cases that were cited by the United States Supreme Court in its recent decision in
Tarkanian, which affirmed the trend set by lower federal courts.

64. The right to be free from such searches and seizures is implicated only when
the conduct at issue infringes upon "an expectation of privacy that society is prepared
to consider reasonable." O'Connor v. Ortega, - U.S. -, 107 S. Ct. 1492, 1497 (1987)
(quoting United States v. Jacobsen, 466 U.S. 109, 113 (1984).

65. Precedent indicates that a person "has a reasonable expectation of privacy in
the personal 'information' bodily fluids contain" and furthermore, "the governmental
taking of a urine specimen constitutes a search and seizure within the meaning of the
[f]ourth [a]mendment." Capua v. City of Plainfield, 643 F. Supp. 1507, 1513 (D.N.J.
1986).

66. O'Halloran, 679 F. Supp. at 1004. Determining the reasonableness of the
NCAA's "search" involves consideration of two issues: 1) Are there reasonable
grounds for believing that urine tests of student-athletes will turn up evidence of mis-
conduct, particularly that of inappropriate drug use? 2) Is the scope of the program
tailored to fit the need so that the time, place, and manner of the testing is reasonable?
The test is set forth in O'Connor.

67. O'Halloran, 679 F.2d at 1004. While there was not necessarily suspicion di-
rected at each individual, the group of athletes as a whole had a history of inappropri-
ate drug use. The Court defended this somewhat dubious reasoning on the ground
that "the Supreme Court has not determined whether reasonable grounds for sus-
pecting necessarily means that there must be individualized or particularized suspi-
cion." Id. (quoting Railway Labor Executives' Ass'n v. Burnley, 839 F.2d 575, 582 (9th
Cir. 1988).

68. Id. at 1005.
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lection procedures of the NCAA's drug-testing program was out-
weighed by the compelling interest of the University of Washington
in protecting the health of student-athletes, ensuring fair competi-
tion, and deterring drug abuse in sports competition.

Through a similar analysis, the court rejected O'Halloran's pri-
vacy claim. Drawing an analogy to cases in which the Supreme Court
has recognized a "right to privacy, '69 the athlete claimed that moni-
tored urination was clearly a burden on her privacy interests. 70 The
court determined, however, that O'Halloran's interest in being free
from the invasion of her privacy caused by the urine specimen collec-
tion procedures of the drug-testing program was outweighed by "the
compelling interest of the University and the NCAA in protecting
the health of student-athletes, reducing peer pressure and tempta-
tions to use drugs, ensuring fair competitions for the student-athletes
and the public, and educating about and deterring drug abuse in
sports competition. '71 This result is quite different from that
reached under the California Constitution in the Stanford cases.

The Washington district court's analysis of O'Halloran's case is
quite detailed and illustrative of how future federal claims are likely
to be reasoned against student-athletes who object to drug testing.
However, in denying O'Halloran's request for a preliminary injunc-
tion, the court failed to specifically address O'Halloran's claim under
the Washington Constitution. The omission is disturbing. In finding
that O'Halloran was "not likely to succeed on the merits," the court
showed merely that her success was unlikely with respect to her fed-
eral constitutional claims.72 The O'Halloran court's failure to articu-
late its interpretation of the state constitution limits one's ability to
predict the result of future rulings in this and similar cases. The
court has obfuscated the difference between state and federal claims
with respect to privacy rights and drug testing.73

Puzzlement and procedure continue to pervade O'Halloran.
O'Halloran appealed the decision of the United States District Court
for the Western District of Washington. And, on September 8, 1988,

69. See Camara v. Municipal Court, 387 U.S. 523, 528 (1967) (acknowledging the
right to live one's life in private, free from governmental interference); Griswold v.
Connecticut, 381 U.S. 479, 486 (1965) (recognizing the "right to privacy").

70. O'Halloran, 679 F.2d at 1005. O'Halloran's primary concern was the fact that
such drug tests could reveal private information such as whether she used birth con-
trol pills, whether she was being treated for depression or epilepsy, and whether she
was pregnant. Id. at 1000.

71. Id. at 1007.
72. Id. The fact that the federal and state courts reached opposite results might

suggest that the district court construed the privacy provision of the Washington Con-
stitution less liberally than did the state court.

73. If the court believed that there simply was no more merit to O'Halloran's
state claim than to her federal claims, it did not state and substantiate its belief.
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the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit reversed
and remanded the case back to the district court with directions for
that court to remand the entire case "back to the state court from
which it was removed. ' 74 While O'Halloran's federal claims against
the NCAA undoubtedly will fail for lack of state action, it is difficult
to predict how the state court will decide the other issues now that
the NCAA is a party to the suit.75 Presumably, interpretation of the
Washington Constitution will be a factor in the state court's decision.

Whereas California and Washington deviate from federal law by
granting explicit rights to privacy in their state constitutions, Massa-
chusetts expands the right to privacy both explicitly and implicitly.
The Massachusetts Civil Rights Act grants a right to privacy that is
broader than that found in the United States Constitution, not only
in the sense that its privacy right is an express one, but also insofar
as it reaches private party actions as well as state actions. The most
recent decision regarding a claim by a student-athlete against
mandatory drug testing was brought pursuant to that Massachusetts
law.

In Bally v. Northeastern University,76 David Bally, a member of
Northeastern University's varsity indoor track and cross-country
teams, refused to sign the University's drug-testing consent form as
well as the NCAA's drug-testing form, thereby making himself ineli-
gible for intercollegiate competition. Bally alleged that Northeast-
ern's policy requiring student-athletes to consent to drug testing as a
condition of participating in intercollegiate sports violated his civil
rights and his right to privacy under Massachusetts General Law.77

Bally was granted summary judgment on both of these claims, but on
January 9, 1989, the Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts re-
versed the judgment.

Because Northeastern is a private university, Bally did not allege
or attempt to establish state action. For his claim under the Massa-

74. O'Halloran v. University of Washington, 856 F.2d 1375, 1381 (9th Cir. 1988).
Since then, the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit has denied the
NCAA's motion for reconsideration and its request for leave to amend its removal pe-
tition in order to satisfy the federal question and keep the case in the federal courts.
Furthermore, the Ninth Circuit has denied the NCAA's motion to dismiss for moot-
ness and lack of standing even though O'Halloran is no longer a student at the Univer-
sity of Washington. O'Halloran transferred to the University of Chicago subsequent to
the filing of her lawsuit.

75. When the state court was presented with the case in the first instance, the
NCAA had not yet been joined as a party and the Tarkanian decision had not yet been
handed down. It is therefore possible, if not probable, that the state court will reach a
different result than it did initially when it declared that the mandatory drug testing
of college athletes violated both the state and federal constitutions.

76. 403 Mass. 713, 532 N.E.2d 49 (1989).
77. Id. at 50.
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chusetts Civil Rights Act to be successful, Bally had to establish not
only that university drug testing interfered with his rights, but also
that Northeastern's interference was by "threats, intimidation, or co-
ercion."7 8 In its determination that Bally's claim failed for lack of
proof of "threats, intimidation, or coercion," the Supreme Judicial
Court of Massachusetts noted that the legislature did not intend for
the Massachusetts Civil Rights Act to provide a remedy for individu-
als like Bally. Writing for the court, Judge C. J. Hennessey asserted
that "by reaching private party actions, the [legislature did not in-
tend to create 'a vast constitutional tort.'"79 Judge Hennessey then
went on to distinguish Bally's objection to drug testing from those
claims for which the court had granted relief under the Massachu-
setts Civil Rights Act in the past (including cases of physical confron-
tation, sexual harassment, and threats of harm). And, finally, Judge
Hennessey distinguished Bally's claim from successful privacy claims
on the ground that it did not involve the public disclosure of private
information.

The Bally decision demonstrates that, in addition to providing
their own privacy statutes, states may interpret those provisions how-
ever they choose. While two states may have identical constitutions,
each may construe its right to privacy in a unique way either because
of different interpretations of developing case law or because of vary-
ing legislative intent when drafting such laws. Given that Northeast-
ern University is a private institution and given that the
Massachusetts Civil Rights Act reaches private entities, Bally's deci-
sion to bring his case under state law was certainly the strategically
correct one. Clearly, a different result could have been reached
under some other state's interpretation of the relevant privacy
statutes.

VI. CONCLUSION

The issues surrounding the constitutionality of mandatory drug
testing of college athletes are, for the most part, yet to be resolved.
However, even though drug-testing cases continue to be litigated and
hotly debated today, one can readily conclude that student-athletes

78. Section 11H states that "Whenever any person or persons, whether or not act-
ing under color of law, interfere by threats, intimidation, or coercion ... with the exer-
cise or enjoyment by any other person or persons of rights secured by the Constitution
or laws of the United States, or ... of the commonwealth, the attorney general may
bring a civil action for injunctive and other appropriate relief .. " MASS. GEN. L. ch.
12, § 11H (1986). Section 1B states that "A person shall have a right against unreason-
able, substantial or serious interference with his privacy. The superior court shall
have jurisdiction in equity to enforce such right and in connection therewith to award
damages." MASS. GEN. L. ch. 214, § 1B (1986).

79. Bally, 532 N.E.2d at 52.
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who want to protect their right to privacy ought to seek protection
under their state constitutions. State constitutions can offer students
more expansive protection of their rights than that afforded by the
United States Supreme Court's interpretation of the United States
Constitution. Broader protection is achieved through the adoption of
uniquely worded statutes such as the explicit privacy provisions in
the California Constitution and those of several other states. Fur-
thermore, reduced reliance on the doctrine of state action permits a
state to reach private entities as well as state actors, as demonstrated
by the laws of Massachusetts. Indeed, in light of the Supreme
Court's recent and long-awaited decision in Tarkanian, establishing
that the implementation and enforcement of NCAA rules does not
constitute state action, it is even more important that students bring
their claims pursuant to state law.

The future of mandatory drug testing for college athletes is not
clear. The legal world surrounding the NCAA's program is in disar-
ray.80 While students at Stanford University continue to be exempt
from NCAA drug testing, and while Elizabeth O'Halloran's case con-
tinues to be shuffled from one court to another, athletes such as
David Bally are being denied relief altogether. Mandatory drug test-
ing in any setting is a serious violation of an individual's basic rights.
Every year, hundreds of college athletes are required to consent to
urinate under the observation of NCAA officials in order to "prove
their innocence" with respect to unwarranted allegations of illegal
drug use. The numerous reversals and remands of athletes' cases in-
dicates that judges remain confused and undecided about the issue.
Before the law becomes more settled, students and their universities
need to raise their objections to drug testing and become more ac-
tively involved in the debate about students' rights. Students should
follow in the footsteps of Stanford athletes and refuse to submit to
mandatory drug testing.

80. The NCAA voted on January 10, 1990, at the NCAA meeting in Dallas, Texas,
to have year-round drug' testing for football players. This testing will involve 192
schools with major football programs. In addition, the NCAA has promulgated stiffer
penalties for drug violations which will affect all athletes, not just football players.
This program will begin in August, 1990. William C. Rhoden, NCAA Stiffens Drug
Penalties and Expands Testing in Football, N.Y. Times, Jan. 11, 1990 at Al col. 1.
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